
 

Videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo is the first all-on-integrated hybrid 3D marketing tool for creating immersive Virtual Reality
(VR) experiences. Users can create professional quality 360 videos and interactive 3D online marketing campaigns with just one
tool, whether they are experts or new to the industry. The latest addition to our team is Videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo's Chief
Architect, Stephen Tang. Stephen has over 15 years of experience in software architecture spanning across multiple industries
globally before joining us as CEO of Videospatial Technologies Inc., a multinational corporation that specializes in video game
production, consulting services and global business strategy for small businesses around the world. Stephen is a pioneer of
mobile and video game development within the Hawaii tourism industry, heading many successful projects for clients such as
Disney, AMD and Cisco. He was also a founding member of several start-ups in the wireless communications and video games
industries. Videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo is a unique type of immersive advertising solution which was first featured at
SIGGRAPH 2017. This leading technology has been featured by companies around the world such as Fox Sports, National
Geographic and the NBA. The software was developed using a “workflow first” design strategy to allow users to build high-end
immersive content without requiring any specific training. 

Former Product Engineer | Videospatial Technologies Inc. Former Product Engineer | Gamigo GmbH 

  We are always accepting applications! Please fill out the form below with an outline of your previous experience and job
experience since graduation. We will contact you via email to get more information on the next steps in the application process.
If you have any questions, please reach out to us at jobs@videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo.com or call +1 (415) 624-8887. Our
hiring team is generally available during US business hours, 9am-5pm PST, Monday - Friday. 

The Videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo team has multiple major accomplishments under its belt. Our company was also featured in
Inc. Magazine's 2018 5000 list, prestigious award given to the 5000 fastest-growing companies in the United States.

As an Illinois based company, we are proud to offer 40 hours of paid time off (PTO). It applies to all US-based employees and
exempt employees who work more than 25 days per year. Our policy is to give time off once every twelve months. The start
date for this policy is April 1st of each year and the end date is January 31st next following year. If you do not take the entire
time off, you must return it by the end of your shift on the last day of that month.

  As the first company to develop hybrid VR products, Videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo has significant experience in
development and support of cutting-edge technology, working with many different companies including NVIDIA, AMD, Intel
and Google. 

Videodeflaviapalmierocojiendo is now bringing its revolutionary immersive advertising solutions to market through strategic
partnerships with leading companies across 9 major industries including gaming, marketing, education & training, neuroscience
& psychology.
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